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ABSTRACT

Different formulas have teen applied to deduce the effective or

the generalized electrical conductivity of double phase systems. These

formulas have been revised and fitted to the experimental data of the binary

systems amorphous-crystal (a-c) and liquid-crystal (l-c) for pure elementary

selenium and selaiium doped by different other elements. Both connected

medium and statistical mixture theories can be applied depending on the

nature of the system under investigation.
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Introduction:

The properties of heterogeneous systems, known as "collective

properties", can be obtained in terms of the specific properties and

volume fractions of the component phases. For a group of properties

such as electrical and thermal conductivities, dielectric permittiv-

ity and magnetic permeability the collective property BJac depends

on the size and relative distribution of grains. A formula for such a

property, known as " the generalized conductivity", is equally

applicable for then.

The measured electrical conductivity during amorphous-crysta-

lline transformation is a collective property or 3 double - phase

System amorphous - crystal . Extensive experimental studies were

carried out in our laboratory on the variation with time of the elec-

trical conductivity of different materials during phase transition

and different formulas for the generalized conductivity of binary

mixtures have been applied. This is necessary for kinetic analysis

which would help In understanding the transformation mechanism and

evaluating the kinetic parameters.

In this work, various models for the generalized conductivity

will the discussed together with their applicabilities to our exper-

imental results for a-c and 1-c transitions of pure Se and Se

containing different elements as dopants.

In this model, one phase forms a connected matrix for any con-

centration more than zero, and the two phases cannot be equlvalent-

ly exchanged. The system was assumed in the form of otlentetl cubic

inclusions situated at the corners of a simple cubic lattice. If 0"

and 0" are the specific conductivities of the cystalllne and amor-

phous phases with volume Tractions « and (1 - W ) , then the

generalized conductivity o tifts the .form:

* To be submitted for publication.
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This expression Is equally applicable even If the matrix has
no regular from.

.(2)

Landauer has assumed that any region of a given phase in a binary

system Is surrounded by homogeneous medium of both phases whose properties

are those of the mixture. On basis of elementary electrostatics, the

conductivity ff was shown to have the form:m

CA" •8 o; rr ]*
(2)

with:

tC5«-l) 0- + (2-3O.)

This formula is valid only in case of spherical inclusions and

cannot be applied for mixtures having needle or disk shaped inclusions

because the polarization in the former occurs likely equal In all direc-

tions.

Later on, Kumar derived the same expression on basis of

the effective medium theory of random resistive-reactive medium. He has

imposed an additional condition of no excess dissipation on the average.

(3) Kirkpatrick model or Percolation model :

Kirkpatrick developed what is known as the scaling and effective

theory by reexamination of the old effective medium theory of conduction

in mixtures applying Monte-Carlo technique for sampling disordered res-

istor network. He also gave some details on the critical path along which

much of the current should flow. Following semiclassleal treatment,

Kirkpatrick could obtained the following expression far the generalized

conductivity <T :
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In which two values 0" and 0". occur with probabilities p and

(1-p) respectively. This formula gives accurate prediction of the

observed results under a. viae range ef conditions except in n small criti-

cal region where the scaling .lav u"«(p-p ) Is satisfied (In three

dimensions), with p the critical probability for bone percolation.

In a previous work , we could derived an expression for C of
nt

amorphous-crystalline mixture on simple basis s'O we have shown that it

was quite similar to Kirkpatrick equation, with 0"' * 0* «nd 0" « D" having

TOlume fractions <* and (1 .*),when it is reduced to the case where the

coordination number Z=2, as for St. The expression is in the form:

D"

°c "
(3)

(4) The Eaplrlcal Foriula:

An almost empirical Tatmult for ths collective conductivity of

• binary mixture Df the form:

• «r
or

log log 01 • (1-ot) log W
c

(£)

(4)

(2)was first used by Llehtenecker , ana then by Landauer . Also, it was

extensively appiled in our laboratory to chalcogenlde semicondutors.The

basic Idea was that the electrical conductivity V Is thermally aetlv-

atlv»ted according to ff . V exp (-E/2kT) witn E the activation energy,

hence log tf «lll be an additive property since-e is suggested to t>e

additive for chalcogenlde mixtures. But wide application of this equa-

tion »ho»s that It say give rise to misleading results; e.g.
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(a) if g no ;«£.<. 1, then cr

even If (T is finite and small.

(b) if 0* zero, <x "? 1, then CC -y zero

even if 0" is finite and very large.

(5) The proportional Forimla:

A more direct empirical formula;

c* 0* • (!-«•) (5)

can also be found In literature vhlch can Ije applied for mixtures having

comparable properties. This equation gives direct dependence of the

generalized conductivity on the volume concentrations of each phase.

The above mentioned expressions for CT" eqs <1~#-5), were used
m

to compute 0* as a function of o> (0
m

1) with assumed fixed values

Fig.(i) shows the computed results represented as lfor <T and CT

vs o< for two cases of binary mixtures having conductivities differ

by 3 orders and by 6 orders Df magnitude as limiting cases for most

chalcogenide semiconductor mixtures.

application to Aaorphous-Crvstal Binary Mixture:

At any time t during amorphous-crystal phase transformation, the

measured electrical conductivity (T (t) Is the collective conductivity
n

of a double-phase system. As the cystalllne phase is continually deve-

loping mith time, the volume fraction«(t) increases and so 0^(t). T n e

kinetic analysis needs the determination of the function Ct (t). The
measured conductivity 0" (t) can be used to calculates*. (t) by the app-

m
licatlon of the proper equation [among the five expressions (1 —J^ 5)]

that most fits the experimental data V (t).
m

Matching between the theoretical plot Cr" ( <* ) and experimental

data 0~ (t) can be attained using Avrami equation
(7)

1- ot = exp (-K t ) j

where K is a rate constant, and n is an integer defining the groxth

dimensions.
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Hence,
Ln K + n Ln Ct)

i.e. Ln ( t ) ~ Ln C -Ln (1-*)]

for isothermal process, where K = constant. Therefore, matching bet-

Istrm (t) can be attained if the data of F l g . C Oween V (C) and m

plotted as log 0^ vs Ln[ -Ln (i-ot)] to obtain Fig.(2) and compared

with the experimental data represented as log V vs Ln Ct).

Discussion of the Experimental Results:

Figs (J,a) show a set of experimental displays for pure Se rep-

resented as log 0" vs crystallization time at different isothermal

temperatures for both a-c and 1-c phase transformation. The same

displays for Se d»ped with As, Ge, S 1 Ti are shoxn ln Fig (S)for(a-c)

transition at the indicated crystallization temperatures.

The analysis, of the experimental data shows that the binary

semiconducting system may folio* elthers the statistical mixture or

connected medium models depending on the composition of the sample and

the crystallization temperature.

In case of pure Se (a-c) crystallized at lower temperatures e.g.

7s«c., V (t) was found to follow exactly the statistical mixture for-

mule [eq(2)]. Fig.(6a) shows a fitting between the experimental data

and the theoretical computation. The same model Is also valid in case

of pure Se crystallized from the liquid state (1-e) in the range of

temperature 7S-100°C as shown in Fig.(6 b.c.d). This means that the

resulting binary mixture is highly dispersed medium and it is improbable

to form an/ connected path based on the contact between large Inclusions.

Alternatively far pure Se (a-c) at higher crystallization temper-

ature, e.g. >. 11Q°C, the developed system behaves as connected matrix

system following equally formulas (1 and 3). Fig.(7) sho«s a fitting

between the experimental data and the theoretical computation. Exact

coincidence can be achieved by slight adjustment of the values of t* .
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In view of Tammann theory18' for the crystallization of Se through

nucleation and growth processes, the experimental results can be explained

as follows. For (a-c) transition at lower temperatures (below 75°C>, both

nucleation and growth rates are relatively small so that the resulting

binary mixture will bs of statistical character. Highly dispersed cryst-

allites of high concentration but of relatively small size are randomly

developed into the amorphous material forming disconnected statistical

mixture. The collective conductivity of this mixture would follow

expression (2).

At higher temperatures (above 110°C), the growth rate is extremely

high and even if nucleation occurs rapidly, there is high possibility to

form a matrix system, in which comparatively large size crystallites are

developed within the amorphous material. The relative orientation of

these crystallites becomes of considerable effect, but the experimental

displays shnw that they may rollow squally either of expressions (1 or 3).

In case if crystallization ia performed from the liquid state, the

liquid phase can always fill any space 'between two adjacent spheres

whatever this space is small. Although the number of nuclei is not

so high and the grain volume may be sufficiently large, the presence of

mobile liquid phase will develop a binary system of a statistical character

despite the annealing temperature.

Effect of dopants;

Previous works on the crystallization behavior of Se doped with

a large variety of dopants have shown that dopants have the general effect

of reducing the rate of crystallization to a large extent, and therefore

increasing the activation energy of crystallization. This was explained

as due to breaking of Se ring molecules with the result of producing
3

large number of crystallization centres, or by forming branching points
(.9)

as in the case of As and Ge . Examination of some selected displays

shown in Tig (5) has indicated that the developed binary systems are of

statistical character even IT crystallization occurs at extremely high

temperatures (reljtivi? to pu:v ;• 1 emOT.a 1 Se).
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Theoretical calculation of o for assumed binary systems.

m
Calculated Log CJ vs Ln[-Ln(l-a)] for the assumed ^binary systems,

Til

Conductivity isotherms for a-e transition in pure Se.

Conductivity isotherms for 1-e transition in pure Se.

Conductivity isotherms for a-c transition in some Se alloys.

Fitting of experimental data to statistical mixture for (a-c)

and Cl-c) transitions in pure Se.

Fitting of experimental data to matrix system for a-c transition

in pure Ee.
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